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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Inspection of current transportation infrastructure, such as bridges, is an important step towards 
preservation and rehabilitation of the infrastructure for extending their service lives. With the 
advancement of mobile robotic technologies, big yet complex inspection video data are rapidly collected. 
Assisting inspection professionals in retrieving regions of interest from the video data will allow them to 
concentrate on knowledge intensive tasks and, meanwhile, prepare for the detection and evaluation of 
defects for comprehensively assessing the bridge condition.  
 
This project first developed a Siamese Neural Network to support bridge engineers in analyzing big video 
data. The network was initially trained by one-shot learning and is fine-tuned iteratively with human in 
the loop. Bridge engineers define the region of interest initially, then the algorithm retrieves all related 
regions in the video, which facilitates the engineers to inspect the bridge rather than exhaustively check 
every frame of the video. Our neural network was evaluated on three bridge inspection videos with 
promising performances. 
 
Then, the project developed an assistive intelligence system to facilitate inspectors efficiently and 
accurately detect and segment multiclass bridge elements from inspection videos. A Mask Region-based 
Convolutional Neural Network was transferred in the studied problem with a small initial training dataset 
labeled by the inspector. Then, the temporal coherence analysis was used to recover false negative 
detections of the transferred network. Finally, self-training with guidance from experienced inspectors 
was used to iteratively refine the network. Quantitative and qualitative results from a case study have 
demonstrated that the proposed method uses just a small amount of time and guidance (3.58 hours for 
labeling 66 images) from experienced inspectors to successfully build the assistive intelligence system 
with an excellent performance (91.8% precision, 93.6% recall, and 92.7% f1-score).  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. roadway transportation system has over 600,000 bridges and 4,300,000 kilometers of public 

roads [1], which play a critical role in moving passengers and domestic freights. Yet 65% of the roads are 

rated as the less than good condition, and a quarter of the bridges need significant repair [2]. 

Rehabilitation, maintenance, and rebuilding efforts are necessary for preserving the transportation 

infrastructure throughout the United States. Yet manually inspecting and maintaining transportation 

infrastructure, such as highway bridges, is one of the most costly operations in State Departments of 

Transportation (DOTs). To address this issue the INSPIRE Center is exploring and developing a remotely-

controlled robotic platform that helps with the labor-intensive, risky tasks and allows engineers to focus 

on knowledge-intensive tasks. Most of bridge engineers are experts in inspection and preservation. Their 

domain expertise and experiences are valuable, which cannot be easily and quickly acquired by new hires 

or other workforces. Therefore, an important mission of INSPIRE is to leverage users’ (e.g., transportation 

policy makers and professional engineers) capability of implementing, and interacting with, the robotic 

platform. This project proposes to fulfill this mission through helping users develop new knowledge and 

skills of robotic operation, inspection data (such as image data) analysis, and data-driven decision-making. 

Specifically, this project aims to develop and deliver a training framework for these purposes.  

This project explored an approach to engaging bridge inspectors in the development of artificial 

intelligence algorithms to assist themselves in analyzing bridge inspection video data. Research of this 

project is focused on the following three aspects: (1) it explores descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive 

analysis of inspection data acquired by the robotic platform to convert the data (which are complex, large, 

diverse, and uncertain) into materials and presentation forms that allow users to easily analyze, 

understand, and utilize in decision-making. (2) It keeps subject matter experts (e.g., engineers and 

technicians qualified to lead or perform bridge inspection) in the loop and use their expertise to improve 

the generalization ability of image analysis algorithms. (3) It also creates a training tool for helping users 
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develop knowledge and skills of analyzing image data to make effective decisions in inspection and 

preservation. 

This project was carried out in two stages. During the first stage of study, the project developed a Siamese 

Neural Network to support bridge engineers in analyzing big video data. Details of this work are presented 

in Section 2 of this report. In the second stage, an assistive intelligence system was developed, which 

engages bridge inspectors in the development of a Convolutional Neural Network for multiclass object 

detection and segmentation through transfer learning and semi-supervised self-training.  Section 3 

presents the methodology for developing this assistive system.  
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2. IMAGE DATA ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT ENGINEERS’ DECISION-MAKING  

Traditionally, performing bridge inspections in hard-to-access areas is disruptive, difficult and dangerous. 

In many cases, bridges must be closed to traffic and inspectors must be lifted by heavy equipment. Manual 

inspection is time-consuming and costly. Using robotics to conduct bridge inspections will be safer, faster, 

and cheaper. Currently, big data from bridge inspections can be collected from videos recorded with 

cameras mounted on drones. With a frame rate of 30 frames per second, 108,000 frames can be recorded 

in one hour. It is a tedious and inefficient process for bridge engineers to watch hours of video footage 

for bridge inspection.  

2.1 Problem description 

This project aims to deploy image analysis methodologies to provide decision-making support for bridge 

inspection through long videos. Fig. 2-1 illustrates the main steps of an automatic retrieval of the region 

of interest from a long video. An inspector first selects some regions of interest (e.g. joints, beam, surface) 

in a frame. The image retrieval algorithm developed in this project then finds all related frames in the 

video. Finally, the collected set of images with localized regions of interest can be evaluated automatically 

by computer algorithms or verified by inspectors. 

 
Fig. 2-1 Automatic retrieval of the region of interest based on the initial input by inspectors. 
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The main challenges include: (1) the viewpoint is changing within a video captured by a camera mounted 

on a drone, (2) the camera vibration introduced by the drone movement affects the image quality, (3) the 

regions of interest have different scales in the videos, and (4) the regions to be inspected by bridge 

engineers may have different visual appearance or types. 

A simple template matching or comparing the similarity between hand-crafted features of the query 

image and reference images may not overcome the previous challenges. Neural networks were used from 

1950s to solve the supervised learning problem. At the end of the 20th century, neural networks were 

applied to the handwriting digital recognition task and achieved superior performance. The neural 

network method relies on big training data, efficient optimization methods and powerful computation 

resources. In 2012, deep neural networks [3] were proposed to solve the large-scale image classification 

problem. Since then, deep neural networks remain the hottest machine learning topic in many industry 

applications. 

In this study, after a bridge engineer selects a target object, we aim at retrieving the similar object from 

every frame of the video. The goal of our project is to assist engineers with less human effort (e.g., 

selecting the region of interest by a single image cropping operation). The proposed system has three 

main contributions: (1) we propose a Siamese neural network that extracts features from the target object 

patch and video frame using the same network architecture and detects the region of interest by feature 

similarity comparison; (2) we extend the network into a Multi-scale Siamese Neural Network, which is 

able to detect the region of interest at multiple scales when the camera on a drone moves away or 

towards the bridge; (3) since we only have one training sample from the initial selection of the bridge 

engineer, we leverage the one-shot learning to fine-tune the pre-trained network to the bridge inspection 

domain, and we propose an iterative approach to further refine the network performance with human-

in-the-loop.   
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2.2 Related work 

The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is composed of a large amount of neurons organized by multiple 

convolutional layers. Each layer contains multiple neurons. Each neuron has one convolutional kernel that 

can perform one particular task (e.g., detecting one particular pattern). From the perspective of 

transformation function, the first layer transfers the input image to a stack of feature maps. Then the 

following layers continue to transfer the feature maps to more abstract feature maps. The lower level 

feature map is more local, for example, edge or texture pattern recognition. The higher level feature map 

is more abstract, for example, part or object detection. In addition to convolutional layers, CNN has some 

other layers including pooling layer, normalization layer, fully connected layer, and different connections 

between layers (e.g., skip connection, dense net, split and merge, multi-scale Inception). 

2.3 Methodology 

2.3.1 Siamese neural network 

The Siamese neural network [4] contains two network architectures which share the same network 

architecture to compare two images with the same size. We propose a new Siamese neural network that 

can compare two images with different sizes (i.e., the target object patch and the test image). Our network 

architecture contains mainly convolutional layers since fully convolutional layers [5] can adapt to input 

images with different sizes and generate the output with the corresponding size. As shown in Fig. 2-2, the 

channel number (or the number of convolutional kernels) increases at each layer, while the size (width 

and height) of the feature maps decreases at each layer. The max pooling layer, whose stride size is 2, 

decreases the feature map size by 2, as illustrated by one toy example of a single slice of the feature map 

in Fig.2-3. The size of the feature map generated from a convolutional layer follows the equation:  

   𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂 = ( 𝑊𝑊𝐼𝐼 + 2 ×  𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 − 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘) / 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 + 1, (2-1)  
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where 𝑊𝑊O and 𝑊𝑊I denote the size of output and input, respectively. 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝, 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 and 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 denote the number 

of rows for zero-padding, kernel size and stride 

size, respectively. For example, the first 

convolutional layer of the test image in Fig. 2-2 

has pad= 0,𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 = 11, and 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 = 4, so 𝑊𝑊O =

820+2×0−11
4

+ 1 = 203.  

The features from the test image I, h1 ∈ RW×H×K, are extracted by Siamese neural network G, where 𝑊𝑊, 

𝐻𝐻 and 𝐾𝐾 denote the width, height and channels of the feature map, respectively (𝑊𝑊 = 48,𝐻𝐻 = 48,𝐾𝐾 =

384 in Fig. 2-2). The feature maps of the test image contain the feature vectors at every location, i.e. 

ℎ1𝑤𝑤,ℎ is the feature vector at location (w,h). Since the fully convolutional layer can accept different input 

sizes, given the target object patch, one single feature vector, ℎ2 ∈ 𝑅𝑅1×1×𝐾𝐾, is extracted by the same 

neural network G. The similarity between two feature vectors is measured by 

  𝑃𝑃�ℎ1𝑤𝑤,ℎ,ℎ2� = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝 � ℎ1𝑤𝑤,ℎ ℎ2
�ℎ1𝑤𝑤,ℎ�|ℎ2|

�. (2-2)  

 
Fig. 2-3 The max-pooling example. 

 
Fig. 2-2 The proposed Siamese neural network. 
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where Sigmoid(x) ≜ 1/(1 + x−1). The similarity computation between the target object patch and every 

location in the test image provides a 2D probability map that tells us how likely the object is detected at 

specific locations in the test image. The two shared network architectures (G) can be trained in an end-

to-end manner. 

2.3.2 Multi-scale siamese neural network 

During the inspection, the camera on a drone may move towards or away from the target area, which 

changes the object scale continuously. Our image-patch Siamese Neural Network in Fig.2-2 can work well 

at one scale, but it may fail if the scale changes too much. Thus, we propose a multi-scale Siamese neural 

network as shown in Fig. 2-4. We up-sample and down-sample the target object patch to a few scales (e.g. 

W1 ×  H1 and W2 ×  H2 in Fig. 2-4). The smaller patch I′′ with size W2 ×  H2 (the camera moves far 

away from the bridge) will generate the feature vector, h3 ∈ R1×1×K2, at the lower level of the network 

G. The larger patch I′ with size W1 ×  H1 (the camera moves towards the bridge) will get the feature 

vector, h2, at the higher level of the network G. The test image will also be given to the network G and 

generate the feature maps at different levels.  At each level, a 2D probability map is generated, as 

 

 
Fig. 2-4 Multi-scale Siamese Neural Network. 
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described in the previous section. The generated probability map is thresholded as a bitmap. The overall 

prediction is the union of the thresholded results from all scales. 

2.3.3 One-shot learning and fine-tune with human in the loop 

The region of interest initially selected by bridge engineers, as a single image patch, is obviously not 

enough for training a neural network from scratches. Thus, we deploy the pre-trained neural network 

model AlexNet [3] and then fine-tune the network to fit our bridge inspection project. The AlexNet is 

trained from the large-scale ImageNet [6] dataset. This dataset contains 1000 categories, and each 

category contains more than 1000 images. Those 1000 categories don’t include the region of interest in 

our bridge inspection project, but the images in the dataset contain similar texture patterns. To let the 

network fit the bridge inspection problem much better when we only have one (or a few) training samples, 

one-shot (or few-shot) learning [7] is intuitively suitable for this situation.  

We treat the region of interest detection as a binary classification problem. The region of interest cropped 

by human is the positive sample, then on the same frame, the other pixels belong to the background. 

Accordingly, the ground truth map Y is generated based on the positive and negative samples. Let P 

denote the detected probability map, then the loss to be minimized is a weighted cross-entropy function: 

   Loss = ∑ −Yw,h log�Pw,h� −  α�1 − Yw,h�log (1 − Pw,h)w,h . (2-3) 
 
Since there are more negative pixel samples than positive samples, we use weight α to balance the two 

classes (α is set as 10 in our experiments). The loss function is calculated at each level of our Multi-scale 

Siamese Neural Network. The overall loss function is a weighted sum of the loss from all levels. After the 

one-shot training from the initially labeled sample, the detection results over the whole video are 

generated, which can be visualized as a mask overlaid on the original image as shown in Fig.2-5. Bridge 

experts can quickly skim the results and identify some false positives and select some correct detections 
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with large appearance variations. 

Through the interaction with small 

human efforts, we can have a little 

more training data to fine-tune the 

Multi-scale Siamese Neural Network. 

The process can be iterated until 

satisfied. In our experiments, we 

manually select 15 frames in each 

iteration, which are added into the fine-tune process. All the frames selected from the current and 

previous iterations are used for fine-tuning the network in the current iteration. 

2.4 Experiment 

The feature extraction network in our Multi-scale Siamese Neural Network is similar as the first 5 layers 

of Alexnet. The kernel sizes for the 5 layers are 11, 5, 3, 3, 3. The numbers of kernels for the 5 layers are 

96, 256, 384, 384, 256. The stride size is 4, 1, 1, 1, 1. The patch sizes for multi-scale Siamese neural network 

are 120,70,50, and the feature vectors are extracted from the 5th, 3rd, 2nd convolutional layer. The 

optimizer is Stochastic Gradient Descent. The learning rate is set as 10-1, then decreases by 10 times until 

10-4 when the loss doesn’t decrease. 

Our network is evaluated on three bridge inspection videos. We manually label the ground truth for each 

frame of the videos. The number of target object (bridge joint in the experiments) in three videos is 181, 

56, 70, respectively. For each video, we perform two iterations of human interaction. Table 2-1 

summarizes the evaluation results, from which we observe that the iteratively fine-tuning can improve 

the performance gradually. Due to the large appearance variation, there are still some miss detections 

 
Fig.2-5 Mask overlays on image 
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and false alarms by our network using the initial one-shot training. More training samples will definitely 

help overcome this problem and we leave this as our future work. Some qualitative results are shown in 

Fig. 2-6. The first column is the hard prediction, which is thresholded form the soft prediction (the second 

column of Fig. 2-6). The last column is the original test image with the bounding box representing the 

detected area. 

Table. 2-1 The detection performance on 3 videos. One shot learning column shows the results 
generated by the model trained by the first image patch only. Iteration 1 shows the results after the first 

round of human interaction with 15 frames. Iteration 2 shows the results after the second round of 
human interaction with 30 frames which include 15 frames from the first round. ‘prec’ denotes the 

precision. ‘f1’ denotes the f1 score. 
Videos One-shot learning Iteration 1 Iteration 2 
 prec recall f1 prec recall f1 prec recall f1 

Video 1 (7m:25s) .333 .448 .382 .730 .589 .652 .877 .514 .673 
Video 2 (5m:42s) .376 .75 .501 .693 .964 .806 .678 1.0 .809 

Video 3 (2m:26s) .348 .712 .467 .773 .787 .78 .818 .863 .84 
 
 

 
 
2.5 Conclusion 

In this study, we aim to develop image analysis algorithms to provide decision-making support for bridge 

inspection through long videos. Our proposed algorithms include: (1) image-patch Siamese neural 

 

    
Fig. 2-6 Hard prediction, soft prediction and detected bounding box on the test image.  
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network; (2) multi-scale Siamese neural network; (3) one-shot learning and iteratively fine-tuning the pre-

trained network with human-in-the-loop.   
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3. AN ASSISTIVE INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM FOR FACILITATING BRIDGE ENGINEERS IN ANALYZING 

INSPECTION VIDEO DATA 

The U.S National Bridge Inventory has over 600,000 highway bridges. 39% of these bridges are over 50 

years old, and almost 9% are structurally deficient and require significant repair [8]. Rehabilitation, 

maintenance, and rebuilding efforts are necessary for preserving the transportation infrastructure 

throughout the United States. For example, National Bridge Inspection Standards require that each bridge 

should be inspected every two years to ensure that there are no cracks, rust, or other damages [9]. The 

conventional bridge inspection requires a crew of inspection professionals, heavy equipment with a lifting 

capability, the access to dangerous heights, and the closure of the road during the time of inspection. 

These make the bridge inspection one of the most dangerous and costly operations in the state 

Departments of Transportation. 

Research has taken place to develop safer and more efficient bridge inspection methods. Some adopted 

a completely manual approach for the bridge routine inspection, which requires a large number of 

inspector hours [10-11] and inspection results vary largely among inspectors. To reduce inspector hours 

and the bias of human inspection, methods to automate the bridge inspection have been developed. For 

example, a laser scanning method [12-14] and the photogrammetry [15-16] have been used for collecting 

inspection data. The reliability of these methods is dependent on the expertise of operators and 

influenced by the weather condition. 

Recently, mobile robots such as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have been proven to be very helpful in 

some dangerous, dull, or dirty applications [17-18]. This data collection method attempts to reduce or 

eliminate the labor-intensive onsite inspection process and allows inspectors to assess bridges from a 

safer location. However, analyzing the collected inspection video data is still a very challenging task for 

practitioners. On one hand, there could be hours of video data that need to be inspected and analyzed 
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for each individual bridge of inspection. On the other hand, bridge inspection videos captured by mobile 

inspection robots are mainly images of complex scenes, wherein a bridge of various structural elements 

is mixed with a cluttered background. Assisting inspectors in analyzing the big, complex video data is 

greatly needed. 

Provided with the big data from inspection, researchers have been exploring deep learning techniques for 

the defect detection [19-28]. Many of these detection models take close-up images of a single component 

in a nearly uniform testing background where defects are relatively large and straightforward to 

recognize. Besides, ratings of bridges need to be provided by a comprehensive bridge assessment that 

evaluates the impact of defects on specific elements of bridges [29-30]. This requires to spatially relate 

detected defects with the bridge elements where the defects are located. The above-mentioned needs 

suggest that an important step of assisting inspectors is to detect regions of interest and retrieve relevant 

frames from inspection videos. After that, defect evaluation and interpretation can take place. Per our 

knowledge, no work has taken place to detect and segment important bridge elements from video data 

captured by mobile robots such as UAVs. 

3.1 Problem description 

Deep learning methods for detecting and segmenting multiclass objects from images are well developed. 

However, performing this task on videos captured by mobile inspection platforms are difficult due to 

various reasons such as largely varied views of objects in videos, motion blur, partial or full occlusion, 

illumination variation, background variation, and so on. So far, some studies [31-34] have reported the 

success of detecting objects from videos, for example, utilizing the temporal information of objects. But 

the additional computational cost is nontrivial. The high accuracy of deep learning models for multiclass 

object detection and segmentation relies on large-scale dense annotations for model training. Yet 

annotating a huge amount of training data is not only labor-intensive but expensive as it may need the 
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knowledge of domain experts [35]. To truly assist them in their jobs, the burden of data annotation should 

not be completely passed to inspectors. Efforts that domain experts contribute to the deep learning model 

development must be well controlled and best utilized. 

This report proposes a cost-effective method to create an assistive intelligence system for detecting and 

segmenting multiclass objects from inspection video data captured by UAVs. The system is not an artificial 

intelligence model isolated from users. Instead, inspectors provide inputs and guide the system 

development to assure it quickly converges to a satisfactory tool for assisting themselves in analyzing the 

videos of any intended bridge of inspection. Filling the gaps identified in this report, the proposed method 

has anticipated contributions in three folds: (i) a quick transfer of an existing deep learning network to 

the task of detecting and segmenting multiclass bridge elements from complex inspection video data, (ii) 

the use of a lightweight temporal coherence method that does not require any repetitive action to boost 

up the network’s ability of object detection, and (iii) the development of a semi-supervised self-training 

method that keeps human-in-the-loop to efficiently refine the deep neural network iteratively. 

3.2 Related work 

Computer vision based techniques have been used in many studies for defect detection in structural 

elements. For instance, studies in [19, 21, 24] focused on detecting single type of defects in structural 

components using computer vision. These techniques require both pre- and post-processing of images, 

thus being time consuming. Then, with the rapid advancement of data collection and computing 

technologies, deep learning has diffused in the computer vision based inspection data analysis. For 

example, researchers used Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based methods [22-23, 36-37] for 

multiclass target detection. Dealing with the characteristic change of objects among different scenes is 

still very challenging with these techniques. Besides, this approach comes with a high computational cost 

because the CNN classifier must be applied many times for every single sliding window in each image. It 
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has been noticed that most defect detection models [22-23, 36-37] take close-up images of a single 

component in a nearly uniform testing background where defects are relatively large and straightforward 

to recognize. 

To improve the efficiency in detecting and locating multiclass objects, a region-based CNN (R-CNN) has 

been introduced [38]. R-CNN uses the selective search [39] to generate region proposals to find objects in 

an image. To make it faster the same author proposed faster R-CNN [40] that uses region proposal 

network (RPN). The faster R-CNN offers improvements in both speed and accuracy over its predecessors 

through shared computation and the use of neural networks to propose regions. Then, Mask R-CNN [41], 

an extension of faster R-CNN, was developed to perform both bounding box regression and pixel-level 

segmentation simultaneously. 

Above-mentioned R-CNN and Mask R-CNN models work well in detecting objects in static images. Yet, 

results may not be consistent when they process video data. Therefore, the temporal coherence of an 

object in successive frames has been introduced to address the issue of inconsistent detection [31-33], 

wherein the tubelet and optical flow are used to propagate features from one frame to another. However, 

approaches to temporal coherence analysis in the literature are computationally expensive due to the 

requirement for repeated motion estimation and feature propagation. Seq-NMS [34] has a modification 

only in the post-processing phase and, thus, it is faster than others. However, seq-NMS tends to increase 

the volume of false positive detection because it neither puts any penalty on the false positive detection 

nor adds additional constraints to prevent its occurrence. 

Creating a deep learning model usually requires a huge amount of annotated data for model training. The 

manual annotation of data is not only a costly process but often prone to errors. To overcome this issue, 

some researchers have used transfer learning [42] in structural damage detection [25-28]. With transfer 

learning, they used a relatively small dataset of structural elements to refine a deep learning model, which 
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reduced the training time while keeping a good performance. Another way to tackle this annotation 

problem is to use Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL). This training method requires some labeled and some 

unlabeled training data. Papandreou et al. [43] developed a method that requires a small number of 

strongly annotated images and a large number of weakly annotated images for training. They used an 

expectation maximization method to generate the pixel-level annotation from weakly annotated training 

data. Chang et al. [44] used labeled and unlabeled training data for feature selection. Mittal et al. [45] 

proposed an approach that relies on adversarial training with a feature matching loss to learn from 

unlabeled images. On the other hand, some researchers use self-training wrapper based semi-supervised 

method [46] which starts training a network with only a few annotated samples and then let the network 

automatically annotate more training samples. This technique has been applied to a variety of 

image/video processing applications [47-48] to reduce the effort of human annotation. While most SSL 

methods save annotation efforts compared to supervised learning, the performance is still not good 

enough. The primary reason for this challenge is the quality of the automatically annotated data. The 

inclusion of some samples mislabeled by the network itself may sharply deteriorate the training process. 

3.2 Methodology 

The proposed approach to creating an assistive intelligent system for multiclass bridge element detection 

and segmentation is illustrated in Fig. 3-1, which is built on three major methods. At first, a pre-trained 

Mask R-CNN has been chosen. A small set of initial training data, which are annotated by the inspector, is 

used to fine-tune the network to adapt the network to the multiclass bridge element detection and 

segmentation task. Then, the trained network is applied to an unlabeled test dataset for generating 

detection and segmentation results. If the network does not provide a satisfactory performance, temporal 

coherence analysis is applied to recover some false negative detections and improve the result. Then a 

small set of representative samples is selected from the detection and segmentation result to create 
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additional training data. The data is then split into two subsets, one subset has been automatically 

annotated by the trained Mask R-CNN and the other subset is manually re-annotated by the inspector. 

The additional training data along with the initial small training dataset is then used to refine the Mask R-

CNN. The performance of the refined network will again be assessed using the remainder of unlabeled 

test dataset which has excluded the portion used for training. This iterative semi-supervised self-training 

process will be continued until a satisfied performance is obtained. The proposed Semi-Supervised 

Learning (SSL) is a self-training approach but it let the inspector to annotate the initial training dataset 

and the selected samples that the current network failed to detect. Through learning from its weakness, 

the performance of the network increases quickly after a few iterations. 

 

Fig. 3-1 Overview of the proposed method to develop an assistive intelligence system for bridge element 
detection and segmentation. 

3.2.1 Adapting the deep neural network to a new task through transfer learning 

This study chose Mask R-CNN, a type of R-CNN that performs the region segmentation at the pixel-level, 

as the tool for detecting and segmenting bridge elements from inspection video data. Fig. 3-2 illustrates 

the structure of Mask R-CNN. The backbone of the network is a feature extractor that generates the 

feature map of each input image. A region proposal network (RPN) creates proposal boxes named anchors 

and predicts the possibility of an anchor being a bridge element. Then the RPN ranks anchors and proposes 

those most likely containing bridge elements, which are termed RoIs. A layer named Region of Interests 
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Align (RoIAlign) extracts the region of interests (RoIs) from the feature map, aligns them with the input 

image, and converts them into fixed-size region feature maps. The fixed-size feature maps of RoIs are fed 

into two independent branches: the network head branch that performs the classification and bounding 

box generation, and the mask branch that independently generates instance masks. Interested readers 

can refer to [41] for details. 

 

Fig. 3-2 The architecture of Mask R-CNN 

Training Mask R-CNN from scratch requires a large volume of annotated data to achieve a satisfied 

prediction accuracy. The bridge element detection and segmentation is a new task of image analysis that 

does not have a large volume of annotated data for model training. To obtain high quality annotated data 

for this task requires the knowledge of professionals in the domain of study. Only bridge inspectors are 

confident in annotating bridge elements from the inspection videos. In this study, transfer learning is used 

to tackle this challenge, which improves learning in the new task through transferring knowledge from a 

related task that has already been learned [42]. 

The Mask R-CNN in this study was initialized by adopting the ResNet-50 feature extractor [49] whose 
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weights have been pre-trained on the Microsoft COCO dataset consisting of more than 120,000 labeled 

images and around 1.5 millions of object instances in 80 categories [35]. Then, transfer learning was used 

to adapt this feature extractor to the specific setting of bridge inspection. Specifically, the ResNet-50 was 

fine-tuned using a small set of training data (T0) mainly collected from the intended bridges of inspection. 

Details of the fine-tuning process are presented in Section 3.3.1-1. 

3.2.2 Temporal coherence analysis for recovering false negative detections 

Mask R-CNN is a static image detector in that it processes individual images independently. When it is 

applied to frames of a video stream, false negative detections are likely to happen due to sudden scale 

changes, occlusion, or motion blur. This study used the temporal coherence information of objects in 

successive frames to recover false negative detections. 

Consider a video clip that consists of a series of 𝑁𝑁 frames, indexed by 𝑆𝑆. In each frame the detector returns 

𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 objects, indexed by 𝑗𝑗. An object in a frame is highly likely present in its neighboring frames within a 

range of displacement. Let, 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 designate object 𝑗𝑗 in frame 𝑆𝑆. The center of the bounding box for 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is 

specified by its coordinates 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 =  (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗). In 𝑝𝑝 frames, 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 may shift to a surrounding pixel within a 

spatial displacement of 𝑝𝑝∆𝑝𝑝 where ∆𝑝𝑝 is the maximum displacement between two consecutive frames. 

The selection of ∆𝑝𝑝 depends upon two factors, the speed of the UAV and the distance between objects 

and the camera. ∆𝑝𝑝 is proportional to the speed of the UAV and inversely proportional to the distance 

between objects and the camera. A ∆𝑝𝑝 value of 60 pixel was found to be appropriate in this study. Fig. 3-

3 illustrates an example wherein a joint of the bridge in frame 𝑆𝑆 −  4 is also shown in the succeeding four 

frames but with displacements. 
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Fig. 3-3 An illustration of spatial displacements 

The algorithm of temporal coherence analysis for recovering false negative detections is summarized as 

the pseudo-code in Algorithm 1. The detection threshold is set as a range [𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙;  𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢]. An object with a 

detection score within this range is possibly a false negative detection. Let 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 denote the detection score 

for object 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗. The detector immediately returns a positive detection if 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 ≥   𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢  and will not detect any 

object if 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 <   𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙. Let 𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖 be the set of confidently detected objects in frame 𝑆𝑆. The detection score and 

the center location of these objects, ��𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗,𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗��𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 ∈  𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖} are the temporal coherence information for 

analyzing the succeeding 𝑘𝑘 frames. If 𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 <   𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢, the weakly detected object 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is checked by 

referring to a pair of preceding successive frames up to 𝑘𝑘 − 1 times, starting from the nearest pair (frames 

𝑆𝑆 − 1 and 𝑆𝑆 − 2) to the farthest pair (frames 𝑆𝑆 − 𝑘𝑘 + 1 and 𝑆𝑆 − 𝑘𝑘). If an object of the same class as 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗  is 

found in both frames 𝑆𝑆 −  1 and 𝑆𝑆 −  2 (i.e., there exists 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖−1,𝑗𝑗′ ∈ 𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖−1 and 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖−2,𝑗𝑗′′ ∈ 𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖−2 such that 

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖−1,𝑗𝑗′ =  𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖−2,𝑗𝑗′′ =  𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗), and the spatial displacements of 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 from 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖−1,𝑗𝑗′  and 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖−2,𝑗𝑗′′  are small, within 

∆𝑝𝑝 and 2∆𝑝𝑝, respectively, this weakly detected object is assumed a false negative detection. It is 

recovered through adding it to 𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖 and updating its detection score to be the average score of 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖−1,𝑗𝑗′and 

𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖−2,𝑗𝑗′′ . Otherwise, 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is searched in 𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖−2 and 𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖−3 to determine if it is a false negative detection that 

can be recovered. This search will continue as needed. If 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 is not found to be a positive detection with 

confidence in the neighboring frames after 𝑘𝑘 −  1 times of temporal coherence analysis, it is reported as 

a false positive detection in the target frame and will be eliminated from the detection list. It is noticed 

that searching an object in pairs of successive frames minimizes the risk of progressively propagating false 
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positive detection to succeeding frames. Using a pair of frames as reference instead of referring to a single 

frame will make the temporal coherence rules stricter. Therefore, any false positive detection in a single 

frame is less likely propagated to the target frame. A value for the parameter 𝑘𝑘 was selected with a 

consideration of both the UAV speed and camera speed in taking videos for inspection. A 𝑘𝑘 value of 4 was 

found to be suitable in this study. 
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3.2.3 Refining the network through iterative semi-supervised learning 

After transfer learning has initialized the Mask R-CNN for the task of bridge inspection, the network needs 

to be further refined, for example, by adding additional training data annotated by the inspector. If the 

refined network has not reached a satisfied performance, the refining process will continue. To lower the 

cost of data annotation and, meanwhile, maintain a good quality of the training data, the study chose 

Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) with a guidance from the inspector for the continuous refining of the 

network, which uses a mix of inspector-annotated data and model-annotated data. That is, a self-training 

wrapper based semi-supervised learning method is proposed as the following. In each iteration, the 

trained deep neural network (NN) is applied to a set of unlabeled data to be labeled automatically. Using 

the temporal context (TC) information, hard samples are collected from this newly created labeled data. 

A representative subset of the hard samples is identified and added to the training dataset to refine the 

network. Before this subset is added to the training dataset, a portion of it are manually re-annotated by 

the inspector to guide the learning process of the SSL. This process continues iteratively until the model 

performance converges to a steady state. The iterative approach allows for gradually seeking a satisfied 

performance, with a minimal human effort. On one hand, the proposed iterative SSL method addresses 

the difficulty of SSL in determining the optimal amount of additional training data and the optimal fraction 

of inspector-annotated data. One the other hand, it selects additional training data from hard samples so 

that the deep NN can efficiently improve itself by learning from its weakness. 

The iterative re-training approach with SSL is delineated in Fig. 3-4 and the complete algorithm is further 

summarized as the pseudocode in Algorithm 2. Let 𝑙𝑙 denote the index of iterations. A small training 

dataset 𝑇𝑇0 is created to transfer the Mask R-CNN. Then, the network is applied to an unlabeled dataset, 

𝑉𝑉. If the performance of the network is not satisfied, a portion of the segmentation result is sampled as 

the additional training data, denoted as 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙. For the initial iteration (i.e., 𝑙𝑙 =  0), this 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 is sampled from 
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the entire segmentation result to guide the network. In each iteration, the sampled data 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 is eliminated 

from 𝑉𝑉 for further assessment of future networks. For the following iterations (i.e., 𝑙𝑙 >  0), the SSL 

algorithm differentiates hard samples from easy samples in 𝑉𝑉.  

 

Fig. 3-4 Schematic diagram of the iterative semi-supervised learning for refining the Mask R-CNN model 

Easy samples are segmented by the network with relatively high reliability whereas hard samples,𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙, 

which contain a variety of situations when objects are difficult to detect, are recovered by the developed 

temporal coherence method described in section-III-B. The sample 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 (for 𝑙𝑙 >  0) is selected only from 

the hard recovered data 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 as per section-3.2.3(1). 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 is divided into two mutually exclusive and 

collectively exhaustive subsets, 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙,𝛼𝛼 and 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙,1−𝛼𝛼where α and 1 - α indicate their sizes in proportion to 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙. 

𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙,𝛼𝛼 has been automatically annotated by the trained network in testing and directly added to the training 

dataset. The inspector re-examines the remainder of 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 and corrects the false detection, if any, before 

adding the inspector-annotated data 𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙 to the training dataset. That is, at the end of the lth iteration the 

training dataset is updated per Eq. (3-1): 

 𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙+1 =  𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙 ∪  𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙 ∪  𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙,𝛼𝛼     (3-1) 
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The network is re-trained using the updated training dataset and the segmentation result from the 𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡ℎ 

iteration is assessed. If the termination criterion has been met, the fine-tuning process is terminated. 

Otherwise, the SSL continues refining the network. The termination criterion of the iterative process is 

subject to the decision of users. This study chose to terminate the iterative process when the performance 

starts to converge. 

 

This iterative process has two designs: 1) the method for sampling 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 from 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 and, 2) the way of 

determining the fraction of 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙  to be re-examined by the inspector. 

1) Skip sampling method, SP(s):  Consecutive frames of a video are similar and, therefore, sampling a 
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portion of frames that are evenly distributed on the timeline would be sufficient for representing the 

video. Therefore, this study samples 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 from 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙, for any iteration 𝑙𝑙, according to a skip sampling strategy 

SP(s) that samples a frame and then skips 𝑘𝑘 frames. The choice of a value for 𝑘𝑘 needs to consider the UAV 

speed and the camera speed. The testing dataset 𝑉𝑉 is a time series of 𝑁𝑁𝑣𝑣 frames. 𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 is a 1 ×  𝑁𝑁𝑣𝑣 indicator 

vector of binary variables that define frames to be sampled according to SP(s); that is,  

 𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑛𝑛) = 1,   (3-2) 

For 𝑛𝑛 = 1, 1 + (𝑘𝑘 + 1), … , 1 + (𝑘𝑘 + 1)⌊𝑁𝑁𝑣𝑣/(𝑘𝑘 + 1⌋. 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅,𝑙𝑙 is also a 1 ×  𝑁𝑁𝑣𝑣 indicator vector of binary 

variables that identify the frames recovered by the temporal coherence analysis. The Hadamard product 

of 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅,𝑙𝑙 and 𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 yields the vector 𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆,𝑙𝑙, 

 𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆,𝑙𝑙 = 𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅,𝑙𝑙  ° 𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆      

 (3-3) 

which identifies the frames to be sampled from  𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙  according to SP(s) for forming 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙. 

2) Regulating the amount of human guidance in iterative SSL: 

A fraction of the dataset 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 from any iteration is automatically annotated by the trained network. The 

initial performance of the neural network is not high and data mislabeled by the network are present in 

Sl. Through examining a fraction of 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 and correcting mislabeled data, the experienced inspector guides 

the network to quickly learn new features. 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙,𝛼𝛼 is the fraction of 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 which is added to the training dataset 

without further human annotation. The human guidance can be gradually reduced as the network starts 

to learn well by itself. Therefore, the fraction of automatically annotated data 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙,𝛼𝛼 can be gradually 

increased over iterations. Choosing the initial value of α for 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙,𝛼𝛼 is also critical as it regulates the amount 

of mislabeled data that enter the training dataset. Determining an optimal selection of α for the iterative 

SSL is a research problem but going beyond the scope of this work.  
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3.3 A case study and the results 

This section illustrates the development and evaluation of the proposed assistive system for a bridge of 

inspection. Findings from this study are discussed. 

3.3.1 Implementation details of system development 

1) The Data: A mobile camera attached with a customized multi-copter UAV was used to capture videos 

of the bridge of inspection. The average speed of the UAV is 20 miles per hour (mph). The frame rate of 

the camera is 30 frames per second (fps) and the image resolution is 3840 x 2160 in pixel. A dataset D, 

which is an inspection video of 4440 images, was used to develop and evaluate the assistive system for 

the bridge. The initial training dataset 𝑇𝑇0 contains 40 images, with 18 images from D and 22 images from 

the inspection of other bridges. Choosing some images of other bridges adds helpful data variation to the 

initial training dataset. In total the initial training dataset contains 482 objects with class labels, which are 

from 10 different classes of bridge elements interested to inspect. The ten object classes are barrier, slab, 

pier, pier cap, diaphragm, joint, bearing, pier wall, bracket, and rivet, illustrated in Fig. 3-5.  

 

Fig. 3-5 Sample images with corresponding pixel-level object polygon with labels. 
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This study used the image annotation tool VGG Image annotator [50] to annotate labels of the objects 

and give pixel-level coordinates to those objects. An unannotated dataset V that comprises 670 images 

from the dataset D was particularly created for implementing the iterative SSL method. V contains 5,916 

objects from the 10 classes. A test dataset 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 has been created to evaluate the model performance after 

each iteration. This dataset has 212 images with 1,872 objects. 

2) Initial adaptation: The proposed method was implemented by extending an existing implementation 

of Mask R-CNN by Matterport Inc. [51]. Training and testing were performed using two Nvidia Tesla V100 

GPUs with 32GB of memory. The pre-trained ResNet-50 feature extractor was fine-tuned using the initial 

training dataset T0. The network head and the mask head (see Fig. 2) were trained for 30 epochs while 

keeping all the parameters of the previous layers fixed. Each epoch consists of 100 training iterations. 

Stochastic gradient descent was used as the optimizer and the momentum was 0.9. The learning rate of 

0.001 and a batch size of 4 were used in this training process that took about 21 minutes to complete. 

According to Algorithm 2, after the Mask R-CNN is transferred to have an initial adaption to the task of 

bridge inspection, 𝑉𝑉 is annotated by this network. Considering the performance of the initially adapted 

network, 8 images, which are about 1% images in 𝑉𝑉, are selected and re-annotated by the inspector and 

added to the initial training dataset 𝑇𝑇0, becoming  𝑇𝑇1, the training dataset for the next iteration. These 8 

images are excluded from V for further iterations. Letting the inspector to check a small amount of the 

segmentation result of the initially adapted network in accordance of the performance is a practical 

approach to controlling the quality of training dataset. 

3) Inference and iterative refining:  Table 3-1 summarizes the iterative training process for fine-tuning 

the deep NN with iterative SSL method using human guidance. Refining the network for the 1st iteration 

of the SSL method was initiated with the last epoch of the previous iteration (i.e., the transfer learning) 

and continued for 20 more epochs. Then, the remainder of dataset V, V n S0, is annotated by the refined 
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network. This study considered 0.5 as the lower boundary of detection threshold tl and 0.9 as the upper 

boundary of detection threshold 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢, which were found to minimize the volume of false detection based 

on numerical experiments. Temporal coherence analysis (TCA) is applied to the samples of 𝑉𝑉\𝑆𝑆0 which 

contain objects with detection scores between 0.5 and 0.9 to recover false negative detections. The 

temporal coherence analysis in the 1st iteration was able to recover 113 frames, and 37 frames of these 

were sampled according to SP(2), the sampling strategy considered by this study. In this study α was 70% 

in the 1st iteration, which means the inspector re-annotated 30% of S1 before adding them to the training 

dataset. In 2nd iteration, the network was refined using the updated training dataset  𝑇𝑇2 and then it was 

used to evaluate 𝑉𝑉\𝑆𝑆0 ∪ 𝑆𝑆1. TCA recovered 79 images and 33 images were sampled and added to the 

training dataset. α was reduced to 20% of S2 and the inspector re-annotated 7 images out of the 33 before 

adding them to the training dataset. The iterative process was terminated after the 3rd iteration when 

the improvement was saturated. 

Table 3-1 Data sizes (#images) in transfer learning and iterative semi-supervised learning 

 Transfer 
learning Iterative SSL 

𝑙𝑙: index of iterations 0 1 2 3 
𝑇𝑇𝑙𝑙: training dataset 40 48 85 118 

𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙: recovered hard data samples - 113 79 50 

𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙: a sampled subset of 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙 - 37 33  

α: % of 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙 for automatic annotation - 70% 80%  

𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙,𝛼𝛼:: automatically annotated data - 26 26  

𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙: manually annotated data 8 11 7  
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3.3.2 Quantitative results 

In this study, experiments were conducted to demonstrate the cost-effectiveness of the proposed 

method. The developed network performs two different tasks: object detection and instance 

segmentation. To evaluate the performance of the developed network on these two tasks, different 

standard evaluation matrices were used in this study. In addition to measuring the detection and 

segmentation accuracy, two more experiments were conducted to evaluate the efficiency and the 

generalization ability of the proposed method. This study also compared the proposed approach with the 

state-of-the-art method to assess the achieved improvement. 

1) Object detection results:  To evaluate the performance of object detection with the developed deep 

network, three standard evaluation matrices were used in this study: 

• precision: it counts the number of correct predictions out of the total number of predictions; 

• recall: it counts the number of correct predictions out of total number of ground-truth objects; 

• f1-score: it is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. 

This study used the Intersection over Union (IoU) to determine whether a predicted object can be 

considered as a correct detection. The IoU is the intersection between the predicted bounding box and 

the ground truth bounding box over the union of them. The ability of the network to correctly detect 

objects was evaluated on a range of IoU threshold values from 0.1 to 0.9 at a step of 0.1. The precision, 

recall, and f1-score from evaluating the test dataset 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 are summarized in Table 3-2. Given an IoU 

threshold value in the range of [0.1, 0.5], the Mask R-CNN that was initially fine-tuned to adapt to the 

bridge of inspection achieved the precision from 80.3% to 87.5%, the recall from 74.4% to 81.0%, and f1-

score from 77.2% to 84.1%. The performance indicates the fine-tuned network demonstrated some 

adaptability to the new task, but the amount of false negative detection is non-negligible. The 

performance of the network has not reached a satisfied level. 
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Therefore, the network was iteratively refined using the proposed SSL method, seeking further 

improvement. After being re-trained in the 1st iteration, the recall was effectively increased by 15%, 

approximately. For example, when the IoU threshold value is 0.5, the precision increases from 80.3% to 

81.7%, and recall becomes 90.3% from 74.4%, yielding a 85.8% f1-score after the 1st iteration. The 

changes indicate that M0, the additional small set of manually annotated samples, effectively improves 

the ability to correctly detect more objects. The performance of the network has converged after being 

further refined for additional two iterations, reaching 91.8% precision, 93.6% recall, and 92.7% f1-score 

at the IoU threshold value 0.5. The iterative SSL has effectively brought the performance of the network 

to a satisfied level. As the IoU threshold value decreases gradually from 0.5 to 0.1 at a step size of 0.1, the 

evaluation becomes less conservative. Consequently, less false negative detections are rendered by the 

network but maybe more false positive detections. On the other hand, selecting a higher IoU threshold 

value makes the evaluation more conservative. As it increases gradually from 0.5 to 0.9 at a step size of 

0.1, the f1-score is diminishing, signifying the reduction of both precision and recall values. In this 

application setting, false positive detections are less concerned than false negative detections. This is 

because the inspector will retrieve and analyze frames that contain detected and segmented objects that 

s/he wants to inspect. Therefore, false positive detections can be found and eliminated by the inspector. 

But, false negatives are more critical because inspectors cannot overlook any potential damages. From 

the analysis above it can be inferred that, this iterative SSL method is very applicable to the development 

of the proposed assistive system for detecting bridge elements from inspection videos. 

Another important observation from Table 3-2 is the relationship between the IoU threshold value and 

the recall value during the iterative process of network fine-tuning. When the IoU threshold value 

increases from 0.1 to 0.5, a variation of a recall value within a range of 6.6% has been observed after the 

initial adaption through transfer learning. However, this variation reduces in each successive iteration. For 
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example, after the third iteration this variation reduces to 1.6%. Precision and recall values at any of the 

IoU threshold values increase over iteration and reach the maximum after the 3rd iteration. For example, 

at the IoU threshold value 0.5, f1 score increases about 8.6%, 4.6% and 2.3%, respectively, from their 

previous iteration. This means the network learns new features from each iteration and gradually moves 

toward the learning limit. The improvement rate is diminishing during the iterative process. When the IoU 

threshold value continues increasing from 0.5 and onward, the recall value in any iteration drops rapidly 

and has been less than 10% when the IoU threshold value is 0.9. Moreover, the increasing trend of the 

recall value over iterations quickly slows down at the IoU threshold value 0.6. When the IoU threshold 

value is greater than 0.6, the increasing trend of recall over iterations is rapidly flatted out and becomes 

a decreasing trend. The reason for this sharp decrease of recall value along with the increase of the IoU 

threshold value is that the network considers a detected object as a true positive detection only if the 

overlap between the ground truth and the bounding box of the detected object is very high, which 

increases the amount of false negative detections and decreases the amount of true positive detections. 
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Table 3-2 Performance (%) at different iterations 
 

 Transfer 
learning Iterative SSL 

 Iterations, 𝑙𝑙 0 1 2 3 
IoU      

0.1 Precision 87.5 86.3 94.0 93.4 

Recall 81.0 95.4 93.5 95.3 

F1-Score 84.1 90.6 93.8 94.4 

0.2 Precision 87.1 85.7 93.9 93.5 

Recall 80.7 94.8 93.3 95.3 

F1-Score 83.4 90.0 93.6 94.4 

0.3 Precision 86.8 85.2 93.7 93.4 

 Recall 80.3 94.2 93.2 95.2 

 F1-Score 83.4 89.5 93.4 94.3 

0.4 Precision 84.6 84.2 93.2 93.1 

 Recall 78.3 93.1 92.7 94.9 

 F1-Score 81.3 88.5 93.0 94.0 

0.5 Precision 80.3 81.7 90.7 91.8 

 Recall 74.4 90.3 90.1 93.6 

 F1-Score 77.2 85.8 90.4 92.7 

0.6 Precision 75.9 77.4 85.7 88.5 

 Recall 70.2 85.6 85.1 90.2 

 F1-Score 73.0 81.3 85.4 89.3 

0.7 Precision 65.4 66.6 74.6 78.1 

 Recall 60.5 73.6 74.2 79.6 

 F1-Score 60.5 73.6 74.2 79.6 

0.8 Precision 43.7 43.8 50.1 49.0 

 Recall 40.5 48.5 49.8 49.9 

 F1-Score 42.1 46.0 49.9 49.5 

0.9 Precision 6.3 3.0 6.7 4.6 

 Recall 5.9 3.3 6.7 4.7 

 F1-Score 6.1 3.1 6.7 4.7 
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2) Instance segmentation results: The study also evaluated the ability of the proposed system to segment 

instances from inspection videos using the metric named mean Average Precision (mAP). In this study, 

mAP is the averaged precision of the ten individual classes. Fig. 3-6 shows the curve of mAP value during 

the iterative process of fine-tuning the network at four levels of mask IoU threshold value, wherein the x-

axis represents the number of iterations and the y-axis represents the mAP value. The plot shows the mAP 

curve at the mask IoU threshold value 0.4 is an upwarding curve on the top of other curves. The mAP 

value at the end of the iterative SSL reaches 93.1%. When the mask IoU threshold value increases to 0.5, 

the curve just drops slightly and the shape of the curve has no change. The mAP value at the end of the 

iterative SSL reaches 91.5%. However, with a larger mask IoU threshold value such as 0.6 or 0.75, the mAP 

curve drops to a lower position. This is because the amount of true positive detections at larger IoU 

threshold values is low although the total number of correctly segmented objects increases over 

iterations. 

 

Fig. 3-6 mAP over iterations at different IoU threshold values 
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3) Efficiency of transfer learning: To demonstrate the high cost-effectiveness of transfer learning for the 

initial adaption, this study trained a Mask R-CNN from the scratch using 144 annotated images. Results of 

the comparison are summarized in Table 3-3. The first 600 epochs for training the network from scratch 

took 13.2 hours, and the network has not reached a converged performance by then. This network gave 

a poor performance (precision: 32.3%, recall: 18.3%, and f1: 23.4% with an IoU threshold value 0.5) when 

it was tested on the dataset Ts. The experiment clearly demonstrates the network requires a huge number 

of training samples to be trained from the scratch, which is infeasible for developing the desired bridge 

inspection tool because of labeled data scarcity. The proposed transfer learning used only 40 annotated 

images as the training dataset and took only 20 minutes to transfer the capability of an existing Mask R-

CNN in multiclass object detection and segmentation to the new task with bridge elements. The 

performance of the transferred Mask R-CNN has a much better result (precision: 80.3%, recall: 74.4%, f1: 

77.2% with an IoU of 0.5). The comparison summarized in Table 3-3 demonstrates that transfer learning 

reduces the training time by at least 95% and tremendously improved the performance of the network. 

Table 3-3 Cost-effectiveness of transfer learning in comparison with training from scratch 

Method Training 
time Precision Recall F1 

Training from scratch 13.2 hrs 32.3% 18.3% 23.4% 

Transfer learning 0.33 hrs 80.3% 74.4% 77.2% 

 

4) Generalization capability of the proposed approach: To assess if the developed network is applicable 

to other bridges, the study used it to detect and segment the same ten classes of bridge elements of 

another two bridges, named bridges A and B. Correspondingly, the bridge that has had a network 

developed for is named bridge C. When the network built for bridge C was applied to bridges A and B, the 

performance of it is comparable to that from analyzing bridge C without the human guided SSL. The 

trained network achieves 76.8% of precision, 73.0% of recall, and 74.8% of f1-score for bridge A; and for 
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bridge B it accomplishes 61.2% of precision, 60.0% of recall, and 60.6% of f1-score. Bridge A is more similar 

to bridge C than bridge B. Therefore, the network trained for bridge C performs better in analyzing the 

inspection data of bridge A than bridge B. 

5) Comparison with a State-of-the art method:  This study compared the proposed approach (i.e., 

transfer learning plus iterative SSL) to the Mask R-CNN directly adapted with transfer learning, from the 

perspectives of annotation time, training time, inference speed, and accuracy. To show the reliance of the 

performance of the transferred Mask R-CNN on the volume of training dataset, this study measured the 

performance of the Mask R-CNN after independently transferred in with four random training datasets: 

0.5% (22 images), 1% (44 images), 5% (220 images) and 10% (440 images) of the images in Dataset D. 

Results from the comparison are summarized in Fig. 3-7 and Table 3-4. It can be observed that the transfer 

learning by itself can improve the performance of the network, but the improvement is at a rapidly 

increasing cost of annotation time. Transferring the Mask R-CNN with 440 annotated images took 1430 

minutes (i.e., 23.8 hours) for data annotation and 66 minutes for training. This network achieves 89.7% of 

precision, 92.3% of recall, and 91.0% of f1 score, close to the performance of the proposed approach in 

this study. The proposed approach reduces the annotation time by 85% with a comparable training time 

(only 6 minutes longer), and it achieves a better performance (91.8% of precision, 93.6% of recall, and 

92.7% of f1). The inference time for both Mask R-CNN and the proposed approach is 0.55 seconds per 

frame. 

6) A comparison between with and without the assistive system: An inspector takes an average of 3.25 

minutes to detect and manually segment bridge elements in a full image. Although the manual work by 

inspectors can achieve near 100% accuracy, the time cost makes it almost infeasible considering the big 

volume of inspection images collected rapidly. The developed assistive system can finish the same job in 

very high accuracy but with only 0.55 seconds per image, which is 350 times faster than the manual 
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approach. The impact of the improved work efficiency is tremendous because a real-world task usually 

requires analyzing hundreds of thousands of images. Meanwhile, the accuracy achieved by an inspector 

will drop when the inspector is manually reviewing inspection images for a long period of time due to 

human factors related issues (e.g., the loss of attention and the accumulation of fatigue). 

 

Fig. 3-7 A comparison of model development time 

 
Table 3-4 Comparison of the proposed approach to directly transferring a Mask R-CNN with various 

volumes of training dataset 

Method 

No. of 
manually 

annotated 
images 

Annotation 
time (min) 

Training 
time (min) 

Inference 
time 

(sec/frame) 

Precision 
(%) Recall (%) F1 (%) 

Mask R-CNN 27 88 18 0.55 68.0 68.4 68.2 
Mask R-CNN 44 143 20 0.55 82.0 79.0 80.5 

Mask R-CNN 220 715 33 0.55 85.8 91.8 88.7 

Mask R-CNN 440 1430 66 0.55 89.7 92.3 91.0 

Our approach 66 215 72 0.55 91.8 93.6 92.7 

 
In the real-world implementation, the developed system will detect and segment bridge elements from 

the inspection image data. Then, the inspector retrieves the elements of interests from the large pool of 

video frames and evaluate damages or other defects associated with them. The developed system assists 

inspectors in that it reduces the human effort in searching and finding the needed data so that inspectors 

can focus on knowledge-intensive tasks. 
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3.3.3 Qualitative results 

The developed system was tested on the inspection dataset D. Some qualitative examples selected from 

the testing result are illustrated below. 

1) An illustrative example of temporal coherence analysis: Fig. 3-8 presents an example wherein the 

temporal coherence analysis improves the model performance by eliminating false negative detections. 

In the first row of Fig.8, the single-image based detector correctly detects the diaphragm in the 1st and 

the 4th frames, however, fails to detect it in the 2nd and the 3rd frames. The second row is the result 

after applying the temporal coherence analysis, which shows that the diaphragm is correctly segmented 

in all of the four frames. Note that false negative detections are more severe than false positive detections 

in the task of bridge inspection. Because, false positive detections rendered by the deep NN can be re-

checked by the inspectors but false negative detection ignored by the network will not have such an 

opportunity. Therefore, effectively reducing false negative detections is particularly more important for 

bridge inspection. 

 

Fig. 3-8 An example of temporal coherence analysis 
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2) Representative examples of successful detection and segmentation: Fig.3-9 illustrates some 

representative examples of successful detection and segmentation of bridge elements by the developed 

system. The first column of Fig 9 are examples that a partial joint in different scales in images is detected 

and segmented correctly from all three images. The second column illustrates the capability of detecting 

and segmenting a rivet from various viewpoints. The network successfully detects and segments the rivet 

in a low light condition, as the second figure in column two illustrates. The third column comprises 

successful examples of segmenting the rivet at a wide range of scale variations. The last column shows 

that the developed network is successful in detecting and segmenting multiple objects at various 

distances in complex scenes. 

 

Fig 3-9. Examples of successful detection and segmentation. 

3) Representative examples of false negative detection: The red bounding boxes in Fig. 3-10 represent 

false negative detections by the developed network. The diaphragm in the 1st frame and the pier cap in 

the 2nd frame are difficult to recognize because of the dark illumination level. In the 3rd frame the 
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developed network fails to detect the barrier due to the high exposure. The rivet in the third frame is not 

detected because of its similar appearance with the background. We consider external illumination 

sources on UAVs and image contrast enhancement techniques as potential solutions to overcome these 

challenges. 

 

Fig. 3-10 Examples of false negative detection 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

This study presents the development of an assistive intelligence system for supporting bridge inspectors 

in detecting and segmenting multiclass bridge elements from big, complex video data captured by mobile 

robots such as UAVs. With a small initial training dataset, a Mask R-CNN pre-trained on a large public 

dataset was transferred in the studied problem. Then, the temporal coherence analysis was used to boost 

the performance of the transferred network through recovering the false negative detection, which just 

requires storing a small set of temporal context information for a few frames. Therefore, this method adds 

a nearly negligible additional computation load during the inference compared to other methods based 

on motion guidance. Semi-Supervised Learning with human guidance was also developed to leverage the 

recovered hard data to refine the network in an alternative manner, which quickly brought its 

performance to a satisfied level. 

A case study of bridge inspection has demonstrated that the proposed method for system development 

uses very limited amount of time (like a few hours) from domain experts to achieve a high performance 
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in detecting and segmenting multiclass objects from big, complex inspection videos. For example, the 

developed system has achieved around 94% of precision, 93% of recall, and 92% mAP50 when the IoU 

threshold value is 0.5. The study has revealed that having sufficient guidance from experienced bridge 

inspectors, particularly in early iterations of semi-supervised learning for refining the network, is critical 

for maintaining the quality of the training dataset. The amount of human guidance can be gradually 

reduced as the network is becoming more reliable in performing its tasks. 

This work has identified rooms for improvement. While the developed system is able to achieve a high 

performance with a small amount of human hours, and computation time for training the network. 

However, there is still scope for improving the testing speed to have real time inference capability. An 

important future work is to improve the inference speed. Another future work could include contextual 

information and spatial correlation among objects to further minimize the false negative detection. 
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS DEVELOPED AS A RESULT OF THE PROJECT 

This project explored the engagement of bridge professionals in developing deep learning algorithms for 

analyzing inspection video data captured by mobile inspection platforms. Firstly, a Siamese Neural 

Network was initially trained by one-short learning and then was fine-tuned iteratively. Then, an assistive 

intelligence system was built, which was transferred in to the problem of study and iteratively improved 

through semi-supervised self-training. Bridge professionals were kept in the loop in developing both 

models. Assessment results and comparative studies have demonstrated the cost-effectiveness of the 

proposed approach.  

Based on the current project, recommendations are made as the following: 

• No deep learning models are directly applicable to any tasks and, therefore, it is important to 

adapt models to different tasks to achieve satisfied performance. Transfer learning and iterative 

boosting are useful methods that let the algorithms learn new features of a task from a small 

amount of data of the task, thus adapting to that task. 

• Keep-human-in-the loop is an important method to leverage human intelligence into the artificial 

intelligence algorithms. This should be achieved through a collaborative approach. That is, 

algorithms provide humans with its performance so that humans can figure out the weakness and 

provide inputs (e.g., additional training dataset annotated by humans) to the algorithms for 

improvement. 

• In this project, model adaptability and the collaboration between artificial intelligence and human 

experts were integrated together as a solution for developing assistive intelligence that takes care 

of time-consuming, boring tasks and let humans focus on knowledge-intensive tasks. This will be 

a new style of work for future bridge professionals. 
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